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Irelands Neolithic Tombs
It is a typical green and flat Irish landscape
about fifty kilometers north of Dublin and only
a few kilometers west of the town of Drogheda
where you will find in the Meath County along
the picturesque Boyne River three megalithic
hill tombs in close proximity. To this ensemble belong the Neolithic cairns of Newgrange,
Knowth and Dowth. In 1993 they were declared
an UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Knowth and a few other tombs. It was even
used for some tombs on the island of Orkney,
which has a rich Neolithic history with lots of
megalithic monuments indicating active settlements of farmers and shepherds.

Newgrange Name
The name giving happened more recent in history and results from a split of land at Mellifont
Abbey about a thousand years ago and means
new farm. The ancient tomb site was well choTomb Types
sen above a wide bend of the Boyne River and
Both Knowth and Dowth seem to be older than the area lies in one of the most fertile regions
Newgrange, which was erected about 5,200 in Ireland.
years ago and 500 years before the famous
British National Monument of Stonehenge. But Forgotten in History
Newgrange is one of the most important mega- The hill tomb lost importance due to cultural
lithic tomb structures worldwide. The site also changes during the Bronze Age and started to
offers various wooden henges, further small- erode. At that time the so-called Beaker Pottery
er burial mounds and numerous monolithic Culture invaded Ireland from Central Europe.
standing stones. Twelve are still in situ today. They did not use Newgrange as ritual site.
But experts believe that there were possibly up But they were the builders of various wooden
to forty erected around the Newgrange tomb. henges, which we will describe further on. The
Experts consider that these might have been mound was regarded as a natural knoll as trees
put in place over thousand years later during grew on it and sheep grazed here. Three hunthe Bronze Age.
dred years ago the than landowner removed
some stone blocks for building purposes and
Passage Tomb
discovered the ancient tomb.
There are four types of megalithic funeral
structures in Ireland like court, passage, por- First Investigations
tal and wedge tombs, which we will explain in Another two hundred years later an archaeomore detail further on. Newgrange is a pas- logical dig unearthed engraved stone blocks,
sage tomb with a cruciform burial chamber which were published and described for the
and cantilevered dome type ceiling. This is not first time scientifically. Excavations in the 1950
a common Neolithic burial chamber structure, ties brought to light Neolithic silex tools and a
but this building technique was also used for few other artefacts. Experts also established
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an astronomical orientation of the tomb entry and chamber.
Tomb Details
The round hill tomb is huge and has a diameter of ninety meters and covers 4,500 square
meters. Its perimeter wall was erected with
granite blocks and reached a height of three
meters. The overall height in the center is
twelve meters and experts estimated that
200,000 tons of material were used to erect
this massive megalithic tomb. The structure
consists of various layers of stones and
earth covered with grass on top.
Tomb Passage
The entrance was fortified with white quartzite stones, but it is not certain if today’s reconstruction of the entrance is correct. The cobbled stones might have served as pavement
in front of the entrance. The entry passage to
the cruciform burial chamber is over twenty
meters long. The passage plus chamber was
erected with over 500 large standing stone
slabs so-called orthostats with a height of up
to two meters. Some were engraved like the
massive monolith outside weighing five tons
and possibly closing off the tomb entry. Near
the entrance lots of ancient fireplaces were
found. Did the deceased were cremated here
first? Or was it the place where rituals were
performed?

three niches they discovered next to unburnt
also burn human bones. These were burnt
in flat stone basins. A similar altar was also
found in the Knowth tomb.
Important Winter Solstice
Let’s look at some interesting further details.
Above the closed entrance builders left a
square hole for an important purpose. At sun
rise during the winter solstice sun rays lit up
for a few minutes the burial chamber. As the
earth axis moves slightly over a long period of
time the sun light does not reach the altar any
more, but today touches the ground in front
of it instead. None of the passage tombs with
so-called roof boxes for sun light were erected so astronomical precisely like Newgrange.
These Neolithic monuments must have had for
its builders a strong ancestor related meaning
and important death cult. Alone the enormous
effort to erect them is proof.

Burial Chamber
Do not expect to find a small chamber. The
vaulted ceiling reaches seven meters and
because it was plastered it is still water tight
after 5,000 years. Archaeologists were surprised to find in one of the niches a large
stone altar engraved with petroglyphs. In
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norther Italy. But looking at the serpentine and
wavy line motives it stunned us to recognize
very similar painted motives at the Chiribiquete
site in Colombia South America. How is this
possible? In addition, both sites are over 10,000
years older. But compare the pictures for yourself. It is amazing! Did our ancestors already
used clear common symbols for certain rituals
Neolithic Engravings
and happenings? And why is it, that we cannot
At many Neolithic sites in Europe similar en- interpret them today with certainty?
graved symbols were found. There must have
been an active cultural exchange possibly Building Material
through early long-distance trade. At New- One question always fascinates archaeologists
grange the megalithic art engravings showing when looking at the type of building material
a significant symbolism. Ten different types of used. At Newgrange six different type of stones
symbols can be distinguished. Five curvilinear were used such as white quartz, greywacke,
types are part of the typical Neolithic repertoire dark granodiorite, dark grabbo, banded siltsuch as spirals, arcs, serpentine and dots in stone and granite. These were quarried at sevcircles, as well as five rectilinear forms such as en different sites such as Mournes and Wicklow
chevrons, lozenges, radials, parallel lines and mountains for example. The different quarries
offsets.
have a distance of five to fifty kilometers from
the tomb site.
Symbol Comparison
From the many sites we visited and have pub- Way of Transport
lished articles on we show you here some com- How did the builders transport these heavy
parative pictures. It is not surprising to find loads over such distances when the wheel was
similar motives in Europe. One site immediately not invented yet? Did they rolled them on tree
springs to mind like Cemmo in Valcamonica in trunks or pulled them on skids? Some experts
Grave Gifts
As the tombs were already disturbed before
professional excavations took place only little
grave goods were found. These included four
pendants, seven marbles, two beads, as well as
various bone tools such as chisels, pins, points
and some flint flakes.
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suggest that they traveled by boat. But not
loaded on top rather tied hanging below
the boat. We already heard that some stone
blocks had a weight of five tons.
Erection Time
Like with Egyptian pyramids experts are intrigued to find out how long did it took to
build these monuments? The expert opinions on Newgrange differ from five to thirty
years. It depends on the available men power at the time. As the builders were farmers
and shepherds, they possibly did it part time
and after the death of their leader. Though
five years seems a bit short.
Intriguing DNA Tests
Archaeologists discovered five skeletons in
the chamber. A recent DNA analysis of one
male revealed that his parents were siblings
or father and daughter. Similar close relationships were also common in Egyptian royal
families. But the reason for this incest here
is unknown. Did they also follow the idea of
clean royal blood line?
Tomb Reconstruction
After major tomb reconstructions were fin-

ished the visitor today has a most realistic
impression of this megalithic funeral structure even with the ability to enter the burial
chamber. Experts used some assumptions to
reconstruct it, as the structure was too eroded and stone blocks lying scattered around it.
There are new results indicating that the three
tomb structures including Knowth and Dowth
might have been surrounded by engraved
monolithic stones in addition to the stones
used for the retaining wall.
Wooden Henges
As already mentioned during the Bronze
Age new settlers producing grooved pottery
moved in from Central Europe. They erected
various wood pole henges. One is situated on
the southeast side of Newgrange and a smaller in the west. The first henge consists of five
circles of which the outer ring was an open
palisade with wooden poles placed at small
intervals. The second row was a circle of pits
where animals were burnt and in the three inner rows of pits the remains were placed possibly for purpose of a fertility ritual. The western henge consisted of two circular rows with
wooden poles with a diameter of twenty meters. Other henges were found at Dowth and
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Monknewton.
Newgrange History
There are lots of old Irish tales about various
gods living in the cairns of Newgrange and
their respective mythology. But we do not refer to these in this article, because they have
little to do with the archaeological facts, we
are more interested in. Just to mention an
often-used reference to Celtic Culture, there
is really non with regards to the megalithic
tomb along the Boyne River.
Famous Knowth Tomb
Right in the neighborhood of Newgrange lies
the second most important passage tomb.
It has a unique setup with seventeen satellite mounds attached and in close proximity
around it. This and a few other facts make
it special amongst the Boyne River tombs.
The Knowth cairn has not one but two passages lying opposite of each other. Thirdly
it has the highest number of engraved stone
slabs in the passages, chamber and outside.
Here we can see nearly half of all decorated
Neolithic monolith in the country. In total
there are over 260 stones of which 200 being
Important Lunar Alignment
decorated with carvings of great symbolism.
Looking at the many engravings it seems obvious that Knowth has been created and used in a
Knowth Tomb Details
lunar context. From the high number of decoratThe passages are thirty four and forty meters
ed stones alone 127 surround the Knowth cairn
long and do not lead into the center, as the
and are covered with many lunar signs or even
cairn has a diameter of seventy meters. They
calculations as we can see from the picture.
lead into a cruciform chamber with a vaulted
roof with a height of seven meters similar to
Knowth Discoveries
Newgrange. So is the overall mound height
Here as well two flat stone basins were discovof twelve meters.
ered used to cremate the deceased. In addition,
archaeologists found a beautifully carved flint
Excavations started in 1962 but only five
stone maze head and stone phallus symbol.
years later the entrances were discovered.
The relationship of death and fertility does exThe age with 5,200 years is similar to Newist in various ways during the Neolithic period.
grange, but Knowth is regarded as being
somewhat older. Not to be forgotten a small
henge with wooden poles exists here as well.
Knowth Engravings
The symbols are close to identical to Newgrange only that at Knowth we find many
lunar signs like the unique crescent. Some
symbols were engraved on the back of the
slabs what experts call hidden art. Was this
done on purpose? Or were the slabs first positioned outside and engraved on both sides
and later reused for the passage? More likely
is a mythical theory, but the real purpose remains still unclear.
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Many other items were looted before and possibly in antiquity already as it has happened
frequently in Egypt as well.
Knowth Decay
As with Newgrange this passage tomb has
fallen into decay as well starting from the
Bronze Age. The two entrances were even
covered up by sliding earth. Surprisingly later
during early Christianity 35 cist graves were
dug out on its fringes. The myth of old Irish
gods must have lived on to have created the
wish to be buried here.
Dowth Tomb
This is the third passage tomb in the Neolithic
ensemble of megalithic Boyne River tombs.
For visitors Dowth is less interesting as the
passages are rather low and the used stone
slabs offer minimal decorations with engraved
symbols. In addition, the Vikings looted this
tomb early on.
Dowth Tomb Details
The size is close to similar to Newgrange with
a diameter of eighty five meters and slightly
larger than Knowth. But it was the highest of
the three with fifteen meters. In total 115 kerb
stones were used. Surprisingly archaeologists found three shorter passages which do
not reach the center of the mound.
Dowth Tomb Passages
The north passage is nearly twenty meters
long and has three sill stones. It ends like the
others in a cruciform chamber with a different
linteled roof structure and not vaulted. The
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south passage is four meters short and ends
in a circular chamber. But it has an L shaped
annex. This seems to be the oldest part and
later reconstructions ended up in this different passage and chamber layout. Here as
well the typical flat stone basin for cremating
bones were found. Later during early Christianity an additional passage was dug below
into what experts called the souterrain passage and chamber.
Winter Solstice
Dowth also offers a sunray spectacle, but
here the sun set rays enter the chamber during a longer period of several winter months.
And they wander around from the recess to
the passage walls and into the south chamber. The entering sun rays were a central
construction feature in the layout of these
passage tombs. This must have had an im-
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portant cultural or mythical meaning for our
ancestors.
Neolithic Tombs in Ireland
There are over 1,600 megalithic tombs in the
country dating back to Neolithic times from
6,000 to 4,000 years ago. Only about ten percent have been investigated as yet. In addition, about a thousand stone box tombs were
built during the Bronze Age, but they are not
considered as megalithic structures. The regional distribution is interesting. There are
more tombs in the north than the south of
the island. And four counties have none at
all like Kildare, Laois, Offaly and Westmeath.
Tomb Type Distribution
Passage tombs are situated primarily in
the northern part of the island and occur in
groups forming funeral areas. Court tombs
are predominantly found also in the north
concentrated in the counties of Connemara
and Mayo. Portal tombs are found distributed in the north as well as southeast of the island but never in larger concentrations. The
last of the main types the wedge tombs were
erected primarily in the western part of the
country in the counties of Cork and Clare.

developed were our ancestors at this time already? Why can we not interpret the precise
meaning of their skillful engravings?
Picture Credits
We thank the local authorities, museums and fotographers
to make available some of their pictures and graphs.

Other Tomb Types
Possibly the oldest tombs are a small group
of simple chambered tombs in Connemara.
During the Bronze Age a new type of burial
structure became common called the boulder or dolmen burial. These were not megalithic structures and simple standing stone
slabs with a flat stone on top. They look very
much like a mushroom in shape. In addition,
entrance graves were used in Tramore as
well as in Cornwall in Great Britain.
Summary
Ireland offers a high number of megalithic
structures and the three tombs described
here are only one ensemble but a very interesting one and worth visiting. As they are
close to Dublin, they can be visited on a day
trip. Normally you can only view Neolithic
cairns from the outside, but here visits to the
burial chamber are possible. The enormous
variety of symbols you can see here is astonishing and lets your imaginations free. What
do they really mean? Are they astronomical
recordings or even calendars? What is the
story behind the sun ray spectacle during
winter solstice? How culturally and mentally
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